
10:15 - 11:00 // PUNCHY BRUSH PENS + INKS with Justin 
Vining: Ecoline Watercolor Brush Pens and Inks have a high color 
contrast for excellent reproduction. They are water soluble and 
allow for immediate re-working and overall spontaneity, and they 
thin easily making for easy clean up. Ecoline watercolor and 
markers are odorless and completely safe for use by all ages.

11:15 - 12:00 // MICA MIXING with Shannon Eis: Learn how 
to incorporate powdered mica pigments into your artwork. 
Powdered pigments can be used to color paint, ink, resin, 
cosmetic grade make makeup, soaps, bathbombs, watercolor, 
encuastic and gamblin cold wax, etc. In this demo, Shannon will 
demo how to mix pigments into resin, nail polish, and polymer 
clay. 

12:15 - 1:00 // MIXED MEDIA ON STILLMAN & BIRN with 
Stephen Owczarzak: Explore a variety of drawing + painting 
materials, as well as discuss the differences between the whole 
array of Stillman & Birn papers available at the Depo. Participants 
will take home an accordian-fold swatch book of various Stillman & 
Birn papers, and engage in a fast-and-loose painting exercise with 
the Depo's resident watercolor enthusiast, Stephen

1:15 - 2:00 // BRUSHES THAT WORK FOR YOU with Donna 
Ebert: Join painting guru Donna Ebert for a fun and informative 
demonstration of "how to get your brushes to do your work for 
you.” Donna will show how to use Round, Filbert, Square, Liner, 
Angled Shader, and Foliage effectively to create beautiful shapes 
in one clean, concise, stroke. Attendees will be able to follow along 
with Donna's demo and practice using acrylic paints with different 
brush shapes to create a sample sheet of brush techniques to take 
home. 

2:15 - 3:00 // AMSTERDAM ACRYLICS with Justin Vining: 
The Amsterdam Standard series offers everything an acrylic 
painter needs. A good quality, durable acrylic paint offered in over 
70 colors. Justin has over 5 years of experience painting with the 
Amsterdam brand of acrylics, creating both �ne art studio pieces 
as well as murals as large as 20x40’. Justin will be demonstrating 
how he uses Amsterdam acrylics to build a traditional landscape 
painting.

3:15 - 4:00 // R&F PIGMENT STICKS with Jules Webster: 
R&F Pigment Sticks are an incredibly fun, tactile way to paint in 
oils. Join Depo owner Jules Webster for an overview of how to 
apply and manipulate pigment sticks with a variety of tools, 
brushes, and how to combine Pigment Sticks with a variety of 
media including colored pencil, acrylic paint, and oil pastel. How to 
choose and prime different surfaces for oil paint and Pigment Stick 
will be covered. 

Saturday, July 20th
The Studio Workshops

Sunday, July 21st
The Studio Workshops

All Weekend
In-Store Demos

12:15 - 1:00 // GAMBLINS OIL PAINTING MEDIUMS 
EXPLAINED! with Jules Webster: Explore all the ways you can 
modify the working properties of oil color from the tube – from a 
�uid consistency for expressive mark making to a stiff paste for 
creating thick, crisp marks. Participants will be able to sample 
every oil painting medium Gamblin makes to explore all the ways 
their mediums can thin or thicken paint, increase the transparency 
of paint layers, and create a range of surface qualities, from high 
gloss to matte.

1:15 - 2:00 // GENERAL PENCIL with Julia Maddalina: Learn 
how to quickly and accurately lay in the groundwork for an Alla 
Prima Portrait using General’s® Charcoal Products. Julia will be 
demonstrating a range of drawing techniques from effectively 
laying in the structure of your subject, to the �ner details of the 
portrait. A complimentary assortment of General’s® products will 
be provided to attendees.

2:15 - 4:00 // THE GOLDEN A TO Z OF ACRYLICS with Val 
Allen: The GOLDEN "A to Z" of Acrylics Presentation by Valerie 
Allen packs in a ton of valuable information about acrylics, guiding 
listeners through the basics while opening up new possibilities. 
Gain information about mineral and modern pigments and how this 
relates to clean color mixing, glazing and the creation of fabulous 
new colors. Learn the unique properties of Fluids, Heavy Body, 
OPEN and High Flow Acrylics. Discover Interference and Iridescent 
paints for unusual effects. Get a comprehensive overview on the 
many Gels & Mediums and how they can change texture, 
saturation and intensity of color, used for sculptural effects and 
more. Review Grounds that create contemporary surfaces for 
painting, drawing, pastel, digital printing and mixed media. Leave 
the lecture enthusiastic to explore the extensive potential of acrylic 
painting! You’ll also get a brief intro to Golden’s non-acrylic 
products, Williamsburg Handmade Oil Colors and QoR Watercolor.

Saturday + Sunday // HOW TO FALL IN LOVE WITH DANIEL 
SMITH WATERCOLOR: Explore literally EVERY color made by 
Daniel Smith. We will have dot cards or tubes of EVERY color in 
their line for you to test and swatch.

Saturday + Sunday // PENS FOR ANYTHING IN LIFE: Explore 
the magic of Pentel artist quality inking pens and markers. We will 
have one of every single artist grade pen they make to try out on a 
variety of Stillman & Birn papers. 

Saturday + Sunday // WHAT IS THAT BEAUTIFUL PAINT?: 
Try out some of our most unusual or misunderstood paints we 
stock! We will have Ecoline's new transparent liquid watercolor, 
FW Acrylic Inks, and Holbein Acryla Gouache out for sampling. 
Explore the vastly different viscosities and covering powers of 
these unique paint lines.

Saturday + Sunday // TRAVEL WATERCOLOR SHOWCASE: 
Curious as to what makes all our Watercolor travel sets unique? 
Test out and compare the differences between Stoneground, 
Sennelier, Cotman, Daniel Smith, QOR, and our Japanese Gansai 
Tambi sets. You'll be totally amazed at the differences in color 
characteristics and intensity due to the different ways each paint is 
made.

Saturday + Sunday // THE MAGIC OF COLORED PENCIL 
with Katie Delay: Sample our wide range of colored pencils 
available at The Depo on a variety of paper surfaces. We’ll have 
Faber Castell’s new Goldfaber Pencil, Faber Castell’s Polychro-
mos, the Tri-tone by Koh-I-Noor, and the absolutely magic 
Luminance by Caran d’Ache, one of the world’s most lightfast 
quality pencils EVER made. New Strathmore Toned Black Mixed 
Media and other Strathmore Toned Colored Papers will be 
available to try and compare. Pencils donated by their respective 
makers and SLS Arts. 

Check out The Studio’s
full summer + fall 
schedule on our website
artsupplydepo.com
All Demos + Workshops are FREE + open to the public to celebrate our 8th 
anniversary of independent business in downtown Toledo.
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